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Introduction 

Among the flamingo populations in the world the Caribbean Red 

Flamingo (Phoenicopterus ruber ruber) has the smallest populat

ion of all: perhaps 60.000 birds. The Caribbean Flamingo has 

only four breeding colonies left. One or two centuries ago there 

were far more, maybe 35 or so, but the increase of the human 

population and introduction of domesticated animals affected 

the isolated, secure situation of the breeding sites considera

bly, and many sites were abandoned. 

The still existing breeding sites are on Great Inagua 

(Bahamas), one on the eastern tip of Cuba, one on the tip of 

the peninsula of Yucatan (Mexico), and one in the southern 

salt flats of Bonaire, in Pekelmeer. Besides these there is a 

small breeding group in the Galapagos archipelago. 

Although breeding has been attempted along the northern 

coast of South America, e.g. ~n Laguna Unare (Venezuela) and 

in the Rio Hacha region (Colombia) no successful hatching has 

ever been reported from these sites. Also on Bonaire breeding 

has been attempted on two small sites other than the large one 

in Pekelmeer; one in Lake Goto and the other in Slagbaai, but 

hatching occurred only on a very small scale. For the whole 

flamingo population of Northern South America there is only 

one important breeding site: Pekelmeer. That is the breeding 

centre where all 10.000 South American red flamingos come from. 

In 1959-60 Mr. Jan Rooth investigated the ecology of the 

flamingos of Bonaire . He paid special attention to the way of 

feeding and to the amount of food available in the different 

feeding areas in that island. 

In the years between 1965 and 1969 the Pekelmeer area under

went quite a change because of the establishment of a modern 

solar salt plant. The breeding site of the flamingos was turned 

into a sanctuary, an enclave of 55 HA in the salt-producing area. 

The salt-producers (the Antillean International Salt Company AISCO) 

were helpful in the management of this sanctuary. 

It was expected that the feeding grounds of the flamingos 

would be expanded as the area containing brine was being artificially 

enlarged considerably. However, when Rooth visited Bonaire in '73 he 

found that the food situation had not improved at all. The numbers 



A male flamingo in threatening posture. 
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of chrysalids of the brine fly (until then the main feeding item 

for the flamingos) had decreased instead of increased . When 

another Caribbean flamingo specialist, Mr . Sandy Sprunt, together 

with Mr. Jan Rooth , attended the Ecology Conference held on 

Bonaire in 1975, they observed that the food situation had further 

deteriorated: Almost no feeding in the salt ponds was seen. 

Because of this observation Mr . Sprunt and Mr . Rooth worked out 

a project to study the flamingo food situation, not only on Bonaire 

but also in the main nearby feeding grounds in Estado Falc6n (a 

Venezuelan province) . In Nov . 1975 this project was accepted by 

the International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) and the 

World Wildlife Fund (WWF). Mr . Bart de Boer, a Dutch biologist, 

was charged with carrying out the investigations as a part-time 

job, for a period of almost two and a half years. 

At the end of this period he wrote a report which contained so 

many interesting data, and some important conclusions as well, 

that it seemed worthwhile publishing this report fully. We 

thank IUCN and WWF for their permission to publish this report, 

and we thank RIN for their permission to reproduce the original 

typescript. Mr. Bart de Boer was so kind as to add many photo

graphs illustrating the situation and the data mentioned in his 
report . 

It should be mentioned that after this project was finished 

several questions remained unsolved . 

Therefore, an attempt was made to continue this research. 

Three funds, Beyerinck Popping Fonds, van Tienhoven Studiefonds 

and Prins Bernhard Fonds, were willing to give financial support 

to continue this research for at least one year . 

We would like to express our gratitude towards STICUSA, 

Amsterdam , which , by giving a grant , made possible the publication 

of this report. 

The Editor . 



I<RALENDijK 

Fig . 1 . Map of Bo n ai r e show in g th e a r e a s wh e r e f l amin gos 

are fo un d . The b l ack ar eas d e n o t e inn e r b ay s a nd 

sali n as . 

FLAMINGOS ON BONAIRE AND IN VENEZUELA 

In the Caribbean the population of _Phoenicopteru~. ruber ruber 

(Linnaeus) can be divided into three geographically determined 

population units. The largest population unit in the Northern 

part of the Caribbean resides on the Bahamas and the Greater 

Antilles with Great Inagua Island as the main breeding site. 

A smaller population stays in Yucatan, Mexico where they breed 

in salt pans near Rio Lagartos and in the Southern Caribbean 

Bonaire serves as main breeding site for a population unit of 

similar size (Kahl 1975). In former times the flamingos on 

Bonaire used to breed on the banks of a natural brine lake 

which also served as main feeding ground. (Rooth 1975). 

In 1968 the situation on Bonaire changed completely. The whole 

southern part of Bonaire was made into large solar salt works 

constructed by the Antilles International Salt Company (AISCO) 

In the midst of the salt pans a breeding sanctuary of 55 ha. 

was set up for the flamingos. Within a year after construction 

had finished the flamingos were breeding in the Sanctuary. 

Since then they have bred there regularly. By constructing 

the salt works the food supply for the flamingos was changed 

too. In the former brine lake they fed mainly on the chrysalids 

of the brine fly Ephydra cinerea which need a high salinity 

(Rooth · 1965). In the starting period of the Salt Works the 

salinities in the condensers were too low for the brine fly. 

It was expected however that, once the condensers had reached 

the desired salinities, brine flies would be more abundant 

than in the former brine lake as the water surface in which 

they could be expected would be four times that of the brine 

lake. Rooth (1975) checked the numbers of chrysalids in the 

condensers in 1970 and in 1973. There was a dramatic decrease 

in numbers of chrysalids in 1973 compared to 1970. This was due 

to a thick layer of gypsum which had settled on the bottom of 

the condensers most suitable to the brine fly. In this way the 
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soft mud in which their larvae live was made inaccessible. The 

flamingos had switched to a diet of molluscs, mainly Cerithium 

variabile and Cerithidea costata. As the reproduction and growth 

in molluscs is slow the question erose if the molluscs-population 

could sustain the flamingo-population in the end. As the flamingo

population resides also along the coast of Venezuela this area 

was included in this study. 

This report present• the results of the investigation, from 

November 1975 to April 1978. 

Methods 

The investigation was started in November 1975. Monthly visits 

lasting 3 to 5 days were made to Bonaire and Venezuela during 

which the numbers of flamingos sighted were counted. Notes were 

taken on their feeding habits. To determine on which items they 

fed samples were taken in their feeding areas by scooping up 

and sifting out the sand or mud from the bottom with a sieve 

(maze-width 1.5 mm). The samples from Bonaire could be analysed 

quantitatively. Size measurements were taken from the snails 

found in these samples. Because of continually changing environ

mental conditions the samples from Venezuela could only be 

analysed qualitatively. In the feeding areas the water level 

and the salinities were measured. 

Notes were taken on the migration between Venezuela and Bonaire. 

In the field a pair of 7x50 binoculars was used together with 

a 25-60x60 telescope. The salinities were measured with a T/C 

refractometer. 

Description of the study area. 

Bonaire 

Bonaire is situated 40 km. east of Cura~ao and 87 km north of 

the Venezuelan coast. For a detailed description of the island 

I can refer to Rooth (1965). The main study area on Bonaire was 

the salt pans-complex of the AISCO on the Southern tip of the 

island (fig. 1). The salt works consist of a large system of 

condensers (fig. 2). The seawater enters through an inlet into 

what remains of the former brine lake (Pekelmeer). The water is 

being pumped through the condensers 1 to 10. The salinity increases 

gradually until near saturation point in condenser 10 from which 
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the water goes to the crystallizers. The flamingo sanctuary is 

situated between condenser 6 and the Pekeimeer. There is an inflow 

Of water from condenser 6 and from the Pekelmeer through leaks. The 

water level can be regulated by pumping the surplus of water to 

condenser 7. In the second year of the study period the water flow 

was changed. The dike between condenser 2 and 5 was opened and the 

eastern part of condenser 2 (2B} was closed off. A double water 

flow was created: one would run from 5 to 6 and then up to 19, the 

other flow would go from 5 to 4, 3 and from there to newly built 

condensers to enter the crystallizers from the north. In December 

1977 the flow was changed again. The water would run from 1 direct

ly to 2B and from there to 5. Condenser 2A (the western part of 2} 

was closed off. 

Two important areas where the flamingos were counted were lake Goto 

and Slagbaai (fig. 1}. Both are supersaline bays closed off from 

the sea by a porous wall of coral debris, through which seawater 

seeps into the bays. As the evaporation rate is high, a high sali

nity is maintained. The bays are shallow with a bottom consisting 

of limestone and fine mud. Flamingos would occur in small numbers 

in salty mud flats in the north of Bonaire, notably Salinja Mattijs, 

Boca Bartol and Playa Funchi. 

Venezuela 

In Venezuela the coast of the state of Falcon was surveyed. The 

main study area was the fauna reserve of Cuare near Chichiriviche 

consisting of a large inner bay with a narrow inlet to the sea in 

the south Eastern part (fig.3}. The bay is shallow (max depth 15m} 

and the bottom consists of a thick layer of mud. The water level 

varies considerably throughout the year, according to the season

ality in rainfall. In Venezuela there is a long rainy period from 

October to December and a short one in May-June. However, in this 

part of Venezuela the start and duration of these rainy periods are 

extremely variable and especially the short rainy season may not 

occur at all in any one year. Table 1 shows the mean rainfall 

per month at some stations along the Falcon coast. In the long rainy 

season the bay at Chichiriviche is filled with water. Then in 

the following dry period it dries up until it is completely dry 

around May. Occasionally high floods may fill it with seawater 

temporarily. Accordingly, the salinity of the Chichiriviche bay 
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also varies between completely fresh water in the long rainy 

season to supersaline water when the bay is drying up. 

Near Chichiriviche there are two other places where flamingos 

reside: the Laguna Taca-rigua, a shallow, landlocked freshwater 

lagoon near Mene de la Costa and a large mangrove-bordered 

brac k i s h swamp near San Juan de los Cayos. (fig. 3). Flamingos 

were also found in a landlocked saline bay near the coast of 

San Juan, called La Salina; a freshwater basin near Curar! 

called Cienaga de Tacarigua; the mouth of the GUegUe river 

(Bah!a GUegUe) and in a lagoon on the Paraguana peninsula 

near Ad!cora. All these bays and lagoons are dry during part of 

the year. The Chichiriviche and, later on, the San Juan area and 

the Cienaga de Tacarigua were visited monthly. As the other pla

ces often were dry, they were visited when ever it was thought 

that flamingos might be present except for Bah!a GUegUe which 

could not be reached by car. 

Results 

Counts 

Bonaire 

Fig. 4 shows the results of the counts of adult flamingos in the 

three principal study areas on Bonaire. The study was started just 

before the breeding season started and initially the numbers in 

the saltpans were low. In December there was a massive migration 

of birds from Venezuela, ready to start breeding. Throughout the 

breeding season the numbers stayed high. When the first juveniles 

became fledged the numbers of adult flamingos decreased until the 

same level was reached as before the breeding season. A second 

peak in numbers occurred in September and October when almost 

all the sites in Venezuela had dried up. With the start of the 

rainy season in October the numbers on Bonaire decreased again. 

In contrast with the year before the numbers did not increase in 

December 1976. The coast of Falcon was exceptionally dry in this 

period. Very few birds took part in the breeding and the numbers 

of flamingos stayed low throughout the year. In August the numbers 

increased until a peak was reached in November 1977. Unfortunately 

at that time some people entered the Sanctuary and following on 

this half of the flamingos left for Venezuela. The numbers stayed 
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Th e bay of Ch i ch irivi che in January 1977 . F l am ingos 

together with seve ral species of herons , red ibises 

a nd wood s t o r ks f ee d in the water - fil l ed bay . 

The same spot in March 1 977 . The bay had dr i ed up 

completely . 
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low during the breeding season, only 400 birds taking part in the 

breeding . In February 1978 the breeding site was deserted and the 

number of flamingos was back to the low pre-bre e ding l e vel. 

Throughout the study period the numbers of flamingos in Lake Goto 

and Slagbaai remained fairly constant . In La~ Goto the numbers 

varied between 200 and 700 and in Slagbaai between SO and a high 

of 300 in May 1976. 

Fig. 5 shows that, though there are differences in the course 

of the numbers, the limits between which the total numbers present 

on the island fluctuate, do not differ significantly from those 

found by Jan Rooth in the years 1959-1960. 

Venezuela 

Fig. 6 shows the total numbers of flamingos found along the 

coast of the state Falc6n. It also gives separately the numbers 

of flamingos found in each of the feeding areas. Up to April 

1976 only Chichiriviche was known as a flamingo area . An aerial 

survey on April 2 then revealed the other sites. The results of 

counts made during a e rial surveys on April 2 and August 4 1976 

are included in the graphs. The total number as well as the 

numbers of the different sites variated widely throughout the 

years. A peak in total numbers was reached in May 1976, just 

after the breeding season. With the drying up of the feeding 

sites the numbers decreased rapidly until almost no flamingos 

were seen in September. A second peak was reached after the rains 

started in November 1976. The rainy season was very short that 

year and the numbers of flamingos decreased rapidly to 4-5000 to 

decline even further after June 1977. 

When comparing the numbers for the different sites separately 

it is striking that they peaked at different times. In 1976 the 

numbers of flamingos in Chichiriviche started decreasing in March. 

In April there were more flamingos in San Juan and Ad!cora than 

in Chiciliriviche. When the numbers in San Juan decreased the 

numbers in Adicora rose to a peak in May. Then the numbers in 

Ad!cora decreased and the numbers in the Cienaga de Tacarigua rose . 

The same pattern, though less clearly as some of the sites did not 

contain water at all, could be observed in 1977. It should be noted 

that the numbers of the Laguna de Tacarigua were included in those 

of Chichiriviche. 
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In Chichiriviche the water level was measured monthly (Fig. 7). 

It is clear that there is a strong correlation between the water 

level and the number of flamingos present. At the end of 1975 

very heavy rains occurred throughout Venezuela. Floodings occurred 

and the water in the Chichiriviche bay reached its highest level. 

In contrast the next year the rainy season brought very little 

rain. The bay dried up two months earlier than in 1976. At the 

start of the breeding season in December 1976 the water level was 

already very low. The rainy season was then followed by a long 

period of drought. 

At the other sites the water levels were not measured but notes 

were made on the extent of the water surface. The San Juan swamps 

fell dry in July 1976 and remained so for the rest of the study 

period. Only once, in January 1977, flamingos were observed there 

again in La Salinja. In Ad!cora the whole Lagoon was filled with 

water in April and May 1976. In June half of the lagoon had dried 

up and in July one tenth of the lagoon contained water. In August 

all the water had disappeared and this situation lasted for the 

rest of the study period. The numbers of flamingos ran parallel 

to this drying up of these sites. The same happened in the Cienaga 

de Tacarigua. Up to July the basin contained water. In August 

9/10 of the area had dried up and in October 1976 the basin was 

dry. This went together with a sharp drop in the numbers of flamin

gos there. Though in November 1976 the basin had filled with water 

again it lasted until January 1977 before the flamingos returned. 

They stayed in large numbers there until May. Then the basin dried 

up and the number of flamingos decreased. In August the basin was 

dry and deserted. The only sites where flamingos remained after 

July 1977 was the Laguna de Tacarigua and after August, in the 

Chichiriviche bay. The long rainy season of 1977/1978 was a failure 

again, so in January 1978 the Chichiriviche bay was almost complete

ly dry again. Except for the aerial surveys already mentioned, three 

more times an aerial survey was made. On the flight on April 24 1977 

frrn Bahia Glleglle to Tucacas no flamingos were seen. On May 15 a 

survey was made along the coast from Caracas to Puerto Pir!tu. In 

the laguna de Tacarigua near Rio Chico 1500 - 2000 flamingos were 

seen. On August 12 a flight was made along the West coast of the 

peninsula of La Guajira, Colombia. Sprunt 1976) reported flamingos 

there. Though there were bays, salt flats and lagoons that seemed 



Date 

5/6/71 

*25/7/71 

10/10/71 

14/11/71 

28/ 2/72 

29/14/72 

4/ 6/72 

*21/ 6/72 

1/ 7/72 

26/ 8/72 

28/10/72 

15/ 6/75 

2/ 7/76 

12/5 /77 

Site 

East of Coppername River 

Wia Wia 

id. 

Oranjekreek 

Leveliekreek 

Oranjekreek 

id. 

id. 

id. 

Between Kwerieman and Eilanti 

Eilanti, Wia Wia, Oranjekreek 

Kwerieman 

Between Kwerieman and Eilanti 

East of Coppername River 

East of Oranjekreek 

id 

Number 

450 

670 

1100 

350 

500 

BOO 

5-600 

600 

200 

550 

none 

220 

720 

50 

2400 

Table 2. counts of flamingos along the coast of Surinam. 

Data from Dr. A.L. Spaans obtained from aerial 

surveys. 

* counts made in the field. 
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suitable for flamingos and at the time were filled with water, 

no flamingos were seen. 

Several personal reports of sightings of flamingos were received. 

Mr. B. Lowrie observed 2000 flamingos in the lagoon near Ad!cora 

in December 1975. Mrs. B. Thomas Trent reported 100 flamingos in 

the Laguna de Unare on May 18 1975. In the same lagoon Mr. E.O. 

Beede observed about 600 flamingos in August 1976 and "some thou

sands" in August 1977. Dr. J.R. Rodriguez reported 6000 flamingos 

in the Chacopata estuary on the peninsula de Araya near Cumana in 

September 1977. Mr. R. Hoogesteyn reported flamingos on the N.W. 

coast of the Paraguan!-peninsula, along the east-coast of the 

lake from Maracaibo and far into the interior at Hato El Fr!o. 

An extensive report on sightings of flamingos in Surinam was 

received from Dr. A.L. Spaans. His data, obtained from aerial 

surveys, are summarized in table 2. In addition to these data are 

numerous reports of sightings of flamingos along the coast of 

Surinam throughout the year. Data are scarce however for the breed

ing season from November to February. Due to the scattered nature 

of the observations it is not clear if the flamingos were really 

absent in that period or simply not observed though present. The 

2400 flamingos seen on May 12 1977 was the highest number ever 

recorded in Surinam. This was in the midst of the dry season in 

Venezuela. All the other observations of flamingos outside the 

state of Falcon are also made in the dry season. The 6000 flamingos 

in the Chacopata estuary were seen when all the sites in Falc6n 

except the Laguna de Tacarigua and the Chichiriviche bay were dry. 

Conclusions. 

1. The highest total number of flamingos reached by adding 

separate counts made at approximately the same time reaches 

10.000 birds. The population of flamingos residing in this 

part of the Caribbean is therefore estimated on 10.000 

individuals. The same estimate was made by Rooth (1965) 

The mean numbe~ of flamingos on Bonaire do not differ 

significantly from those in the years 1959-1960. No apparent 

effects of the Salt Works of AISCO on the numbers of flamingos 

can be shown. 

3. In their distribution the flamingos are strongly dependent on the 

amount of water available. In the dry season they disperse widely 
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along the Caribbean coast of South America. At the height of the 

dry season Bonaire becomes important as a refuge . 

Breeding and juveniles 

On a preliminary visit to Chichiriviche in October 1975 part of 

the flamingos found there were displaying. Contrary to Rooth 

(1965) and Allen (1956) I never observed mass displays of thou

sands of birds . There was always a large group of flamingos in 

which about 10% of the total number showed display . The rest 

would be feeding or sleeping. Display went on until December 

when the breeding started. Small groups (~ 50) were seen dis

playing during the breeding season , both in Chichiriviche and 

on Bonaire. In 1975 the first flamingos started breeding around 

Christmas. Apparently different groups started breeding at 

different times as on the next visit to Bonaire on January 22 , 

1976 I observed a breeding group that was still building nests . 

The first juveniles were seen on the visit on February 14. Still 

several matings occurred at that time on Bonaire . In Chichiriviche 

no display was noted any more at that time. To avoid disturbance 

of the breeding colony counts of numbers of juveniles were made 

from a distance of about 500 m, resulting in rough estimates. 

In March the number was estimated at 1200, in April at 1900 . 

In March there was still a large group of breeding birds. In 

April the number of breeding birds was estimated at 60. In both 

months there was still a small group of flamingos displaying 

and at Slagbaai even a mating was observed . In May the breeding 

had stopped and it was possible to go closer to the breeding 

colony . A fairly accurate count of the number of juveniles 

resulted in 3000 chicks counted. In April the first juveniles 

with well developed primaries were observed . In May groups of 

juveniles were flying around and a small number was already 

leaving the island, together with adults, for Venezuela . In 

the next months this migration increased and in August only 

80 juveniles remained on the island (fig. 8). After all the 

juveniles were fully fledged (July) their numbers were included 

in the counts of the adults. In July the breeding site itself 

was visited . Only 18 dead chicks and 23 deserted eggs were 

counted. Outside the Sanctuary the remains of 5 elder juveniles 

were found . 



Part of the breeding colony in January 1976. 

Flamingos showing courtship display (head-flagging and wing-salute) in the salt pans on Bonaire. 
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After the juveniles left Bonaire it was hard to find them back 

in Venezuela. The dry season had started, the flamingos were 

migrating and the numbers found along the coast of Falc6n were 

decreasing rapidly. Rough estimates of the number of juveniles 

seen in May, June, July and August were resp. 150, 300, 300 

and 200. Apparently the majority of the juveniles had migrated 

elsewhere. On pictures, taken by Mr. Boede in August 1976 in 

the Laguna de Tacarigua, east of Caracas one can clearly dis

tinguish a number of juveniles. Spaans reported juveniles at 

the coast of Surinam in June 1971 and June 1972. These obser

vationSshow that the juveniles migrate over large distances 

in the first months of their existence. 

iles were seen along the Falc6n coast. 

In September no juven

In October the number 

of flamingos had risen to 2900 from which 700 were first year 

birds. In November and December 1976 8-9000 flamingos were 

residing in the Chichiriviche area. At that time there were 

between 1900 and 1200 flamingos present on Bonaire. Together 

these two numbers made up for the whole population of the 

area. On Bonaire no first year birds were seen but in Chichiri

viche the number of first year birds was estimated at 1500-

1800 birds. 

In June 1976 display had started again in Chichiriviche and on 

Bonaire. Then the display stopped until in October 100 birds 

out of a group of 2800 showed display in Chichiriviche. On 

Bonaire 200 out of 2600 birds were displaying. In November 

about 800 birds out of the 8-9000 present were displaying in 

Chichiriviche. Numerous matings were observed. On Bonaire no 

display was observed. In December matings still occurred in 

Chichiriviche but the display had stopped. The water at that 

time had fallen to a level which was only reached in February 

the season before. No display was observed in Bonaire. On 

December 10 1000-1500 flamingos arrived in the Sanctuary. 

However, after a week this group was spreading out (Mr. Evertsz, 

Mr. Hakkenberg, pers. comm.}. In January only 50 birds were 

found breeding and there were 225 chicks present. In February 

the breeding had stopped and 250 juveniles were counted. At 

that time only the Cienaga de Tacarigua contained water. 
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In March the first juveniles left Bonaire. In the beginning of 

May still 210 juveniles were present but in June all had left 

for venezuela. On a visit to the breeding site in March 80 

dead chicks and 200 deserted eggs were counted . Most of the 

chicks had died just after hatching . In Venezuela some juveniles 

were seen at the end of May in the Cienage de Tacarigua. In 

June 30 juveniles were counted in Chichiriviche but after that 

the number of juveniles seen in Venezuela did not exceed 10. 

In May display started again in Bonaire. At the end of May 

however, no display was observed any more. There was another 

bout of display in June both on Bonaire and in Chichiriviche 

but in July all display had stopped again. Display started 

again on Bonaire in the end of August by about 160 birds. 

About the same number was seen displaying in the next three 

months. In November rnatings were observed. In Chichiriviche 

~atings were observed already in the bginning of October when 

150 birds out of 2500 were displaying . During the visit in the 

beginning of November no display was observed. As very little 

rain had fallen until then the water was still very low in the 

bay . Unfortunately two people walked through the Sanctuary on 

November lOth. Immediately 300 flamingos took off and left for 

Venezuela. The next evening BOO more left for Venezuela. In 

December only a group of about 50 birds from a total of 600 

showed display. In Venezuela almost no display was observed 

and in January '78 all display had stopped. On January 19th 

400 birds were breeding in the Sanctuary. Even then some nests 

had been deserted already. It also was observed that birds 

would leave the nest to go to the nearby Pekelrneer for bathing 

and feeding without another bird taking over the breeding . 

Counts on January 19th and 20th revealed that on the second 

day there were 200 flamingos less than on the first day . These 

apparently had left for Venezuela without corning back . On 

February 17th the breeding colony was completely abandoned . There 

were 150 eggs, 100 dead , just-hatched juveniles and only a group 

of 60 juveniles survived. The striking point was that no adults 

were accompanying the juveniles. The adults were residing in the 

Pekelrneer near condenser 9, in condenser 3 and a few in 6. On 

February 17th two planes crossed the salt pans . ~he flamingos 
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reacted very stro~y to this . A plane that was passing near the 

lighthouse (Willernstoren see fig . 2) caused the flamingos in the 

Pekelrneer near condenser 9 to fly up. A plane passing reasonably 

high across the pans caused the flamingos in condenser 3 to fly 

up. 

Rooth (1965) states that only fully coloured birds take part in 

the pairing. He reports however, that occasionally a few pale 

specimens were seen displaying. In January 1976 three almost 

white birds were seen displaying along with the more fully colour

ed birds. They also entered the breeding colony but it was not 

possible to see if they took part in the breeding. In November 

1977 a displaying group consisted of 21 red (=fully coloured) 

flamingos, 24 pink ones and l pale-pink individual . Several 

rnatings were observed of pink males with red females. In one 

case an attempt to copulation was unsuccesful because the male 

failed to mount the female. This might indicate that this is 

the earliest stage at which the males are sexually mature. From 

the 400 birds that started breeding in December 1977 150 were 

pink, from which some had even completely white necks. The 

juveniles moult from their gray down to the adult plumage after 

about a month. Their colour is then grey brown with streaks of 

pink. In their second year they turn to a pale pink all over. 

Between these two colourations a stage could be observed in 

which especially the head, but also the underpart of the neck 

and breast are brownish . This stage was described by Rooth (1965) 

as the brown-orange type. From my observations it appeared that 

this was a transitional stage just after moulting. As birds were 

seen with the body pale-pink as well as with the body completely 

pink it seems this stage occurs between the first and second as 

well as between the second and third year. 

The next stage that can be distinguished is the birds showing a 

full pink colour. Their are variations from an even pink colour 

all over to a pink body and neck but with the head, underparts 

of tl.e neck and the wingcoverts reddish. It may be that the even 

pink colouration represents the third year birds and the pink 

with reddish parts the fourth year ones. However, because of 

various transitional stages between them they were not distin

guished separately in the field. When the birds reach their 

final colouration the head, neck, underparts of the breast and 
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the wing- and tailcoverts are bright red. The rest of the body 

is pink. This then would be the bird~ fourth or fifth year. If 

this division into year classes according to colouration is 

correct it must be concluded that 

are already able to copulate. 

three or four year old birds 

In the adult bird I saw a· symmetrical moult of the primaries 

during the breeding seasons. Considering that in this period 

part of the population is flying back and forth to Venezuela 

each day (see next chapter) this seems to be a most inopportune 

time to moult. Even adults with three primaries missing in each 

wing were seen to take part in this daily migration. Another type 

of moult also occurs: on June 25 1977 two second year birds were 

observed in the salt pans on Bonaire which showed a complete moult. 

They could not fly and were only able to walk away from the obser

ver. Spaans (pers. cornrn.) observed in June 1972 groups of flamingos 

which did not fly up in spite of the observers corning very near. 

The majority of these flamingos were pink or gray-white but also 

red birds were present. During the aerial survey on May 15 1977 

the group of pink coloured flamingos found in the Laguna de 

Tacarigua also did not fly up when the plane flew over quite low. 

On Bonaire the flamingos will fly up even when the plane is 

passing at high altitude. 

Conclusions 

1. The breeding season of 1975-1976 was the most sucessful since 

the Flamingo Sanctuary was established. Thi~ went together with 

one of the wettest rainy seasons Venezuela has experienced 

recently. The breeding seasons 1976-1977 and 1977-1978 were 

the least successful since the Sanctuary was established. This 

went together with very short rainy seasons followed by prolong

ed periods of drought. As the sites along the coast of Falc6n 

are the main food reserves for the flamingos during the breeding 

season (see next chapter) one may presume that the breeding 

success is dependent on the amount of food available at these 

sites. Food is only available when the sites are filled with 

water, hence the amount of food is dependent upon the amount 

of rainfall in the area. In this way there exists a firm relat

ionship between the breeding su~ss and the amount of rainfall 

along the coast of Falc6n. A firm conclusion on this can only 

) 
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be based on exact data on the amount of rainfall in Venezuela 

in comparison with the breeding success of the flamingos 1n 

different years. The data on rainfall howev e r are hard to obtain. 

2. The egg and hatchling mortality in the '75-'76 season was 1% 

of the total number of eggs laid. Tn the '76-77 season this 

was 53 \ and in the '77-'7 8 sec:.son 81%. Allen (1956) and Swift 

(1960) contend that small breedin'J 7olonies are less successf•tl 

than large ones. The high mortality in the '76-77 and '77-'78 

seasons was apparently caused by parents failing to return to 

the nests. At that time food was hard to find along the nearby 

Falcon coast because of the drying up of the feeding sites. This 

is thought to be the main reason for the adults not returning to 

the breeding colony, thus causing the high mortality rate. 

Considerin~ the reacti?r. of the flaming~! : to the planes, disturbance 

by a plane cannot be omitted as possible cause for the deserting 

of the breeding colony in '77-'78. The size of the breeding 

colony seems to reflect environmental cjrcurnstances so if the 

breeding in a small colony is less successful this may be due 

to unfavourable factors rather than to the size of the colony 

itself. Rooth (1965) found no differences in survival rate be-

tween large and small colonies breeding in the same year. 

3. Comparing the number of the first year birds counted in Chichiri

viche in November 1976 with the number of juveniles counted in 

May on Bonaire the mortality rate would be between 40 and SO\ 

for the first year. Which factors cause this mortality is not 

known. It should be realized however that when the juveniles are 

fledged the nearest food areas in Venezuela are drying up. They 

have to migrate over large distances when they are only a few 

months old. One may suspect that such long flights take their toll 

among these juveniles. Even the first leg of their journey from 

Bonaire to Venezuela may cause a high mortality among the juveniles 

as they start on this trip when they are just able to fly. 

More observations on this point are necessary. 

4. At least part of the third or four year old flamingos are 

sexually mature and take part in the reproduction. This would 

mean that the breeding potential of the population is higher 

than supposed by Rooth (1965) who assumed that only 5 year old 

birds were reproducing. 

5 . There are two types of moult in the flamingos: the symmetrical 

moult in which the bird loses the primaries more or less one 
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by one and the complete moult in which the bird sheds all the 

primaries at the same time. It remains to be seen if each type 

of moulting is specific for certain year classes. The time of 

moulting also variates greatly, the breeding birds moulting 

during the breeding season and another part of the population 

moulting in May-June. 

Migration 

Throughout the year migration occurs between Venezuela and Bonaire. 

This migration is most marked in the breeding season. Roath (1965) 

mentions daily departures and arrivals of large groups of flamingos 

over sea. On the visit to Bonaire in January 1976 this daily migra

tion was already well under way. Reasonably accurate counts of this 

migration were started in February . The arrival and departure in 

Venezuela could only be recorded after the aerial survey in April 

1976 showed large concentrations of flamingos in San Juan de los 

Cayos . This proved to be the main "Migration-point" for the flamingos. 

On Bonaire the arrival of birds was difficult to record as they 

came in at different points along the Pekelmeer. The departure 

could be observed more easily; the flamingos would leave the Sanctuary, 

gather in the nearby Pekelmeer and then leave the island in large 

flocks . The migration is therefore represented in fig. 9 as the 

number of flamingos leaving the island. These numbers are definitely 

too low as migration also occurred after sunset and before sun-rise 

in which cases no counts could be made . At the height of the breeding 

season more than thousand adult birds were leaving the island every 

day. In May the first juveniles were seen to leave the island and in 

June juveniles made up 10% of the number of leaving birds. Also out

side the breeding season migration occurred though the number of birds 

taking part in this did not exceed a hundred per day. From July to 

September 1976 immigration was apparently higher than emigration as 

the numbers of flamingos present on Bonaire increased. The breeding 

season '76/'77 brought also no increase in the rate of immigration 

due to the small number of birds breeding . From May to September 1977 

immigration again exceeded emigration. This fits in the picture 

sketched earlier of the flamingos migrating from areas which are drying 

up to more water-rich areas in the dry season. Why flamingos leave 

Bonaire outside the breeding season is not known. Even when the total 

number of flamingos on Bonaire was at its lowest level (June, July 
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Fig. 9. Migration off Bonaire counted as numbers of flamingos 

leaving the island. 
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'76), which makes it unlikely that there would exist a food short

age, groups of flamingos were departing for Venezuela. 

The migration during the breeding season is evidently related to 

food resources. Rooth (1965) noticed that adults arriving from 

Venezuela went directly to their young and started feeding them. 

Rooth assumed that they went to Venezuela in search of food. This 

could be confirmed by observations made in s. Juan. In the early 

morning flocks of flamingos arrived in the swamps. They were feed

ing for most of the day and in the evening large groups would 

leave for Bonaire again. 

As observations were made only a few days eachmonth and as the 

rate and the pattern of migration varied considerably during the 

breeding season no "mean migration pattern" could be determined. 

In the early morning large groups of flamingos would leave the 

island . Subsequently large groups would come in and these arriving 

birds entered the colony to relieve their partner. The relieved 

birds then walked out of the colony towards the Pekelmeer. If 

it was still early they would leave for Venezuela but later in 

the morning they would stay in the Pekelmeer. Later in the day 

they returned to the breeding colony or left for Venezuela in 

the evening migration wave. Fig. lOa depicts the course of the 

migration on March 14, 1976. In April observations were started 

on the migration to and from s. Juan. Fig. lOb depicts the migrat

ion on April 13. The picture was much simpler than on Bonaire. 

In the morning large flocks arrived and in the evening they left 

again. There existed however large discrepancies between the 

number of birds arriving and those leaving. Apparently birds 

came in at points on the coast I could not watch. They congregated 

in the swamps and in the evening all left from this point. It is 

also clear from these migration schemes that a large part of the 

migration occurred at night. The distance between s. Juan and 

Bonaire is about 90 km. The flamingos can reach speeds between 40 

and SO km (measured by car in the salt pans on Bonaire). That 

means that the birds at least needed 2 hours for the crossover. 

So the birds that arrived between 6 .00 and 8.00 on Bonaire left 

s. Juan at 4.00 to 6.00 well before sunrise which in these months 

was at about 6.00. Likewise the birds that left s. Juan between 

17.00 h and 20.00 arrived on Bonaire well after dark as sunset 
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was at about 19.00. This also explains the difference in total 

numbers of migrating birds between s . Juan and Bonaire in April 

(compare fig . 9 and lOb} . 

Migration was also observed at Chichiriviche and Ad!cora. At both 

places 100-200 birds migrated daily to and from Bonaire. In April 

small numbers were seen to migrate from Bonaire in an Eastern 

direction. Later on groups of up to 50 birds flew into that 

direction , supposedly to one of the feeding places along the 

Venezuelan coast east of Caracas or to the Aves or Las Roques 

island where they also have been observed . 

In the breeding season '76/77 the migration in January and 

February was to the South, to Chichiriviche. Already in March 

though, migration occurred to the West , South · and East in equal 

numbers, about 50 birds per day for each route . 

After that the migration stopped almost completely . 

When the disturbance in the Sanctuary occurred in November 440 

birds flew off in Eastern direction. The other 700 birds flew 

to the South. In the following breeding season the migration 

increased to 300 birds daily in January flying to the South or 

West but in February this migration had stopped again. 

Conclusions 

Migration between Bonaire and Venezuela occurs almost throughout 

the year. The nature of this migration varies as do the numbers 

of birds involved. In the breeding season there is a daily migrat

ion in which , depending on the size of the breeding colony, 

thousands of birds may take part. The aim of this migration is 

clearly to get food in the feedings areas in Venezuela . This food 

is also brought back to feed the juveniles with. 

Outside the breeding season the migration seems to be governed 

mainly by the presence or absence of water in the feeding areas 

in Venezuela . In the dry season the flamingos wander about in 

search of water-rich areas . On the height of the dry season 

migration to Bonaire occurs . Why the flamingos leave Bonaire also 

when there is food available is not known. I can only conclude 

from this that there seems to exist a preference for the Venezuelan 

areas . 

Food 

Bonaire 
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When the Salt Works started the flamingos could foraqe in all 

the salt pans, an area of about 2000 ha. In 1973 this situation 

had changed drastically as a gypsum crust had developed in the 

condense rs 6 to 10. (Rooth 1975). In the beginning of this studv 

period the flamingos used condensers lA, 2A, 2B, 4,5 and the 

Pekelmeer as feeding grounds. This situation changed when in March 

'7 6 the dike between 2B and 4 was closed and the dike between 2A 

and 5 opened. Condenser 2B was closed off completely . As the 

salinity in condenser 2B and 4 rose, the flamingos deserted these 

areas. The salinity in 6 went down and as the layer of Coccochloris

mucilage dissolved the flamingos gradually started feeding there . 

In December '77 condenser 2A was closed off and the salinity 

started to rise. At the same time flamingos started feeding in 

condenser 3. In February 1978 up to 200 flamingos were feeding 

there. The Pekelmeer however remained the main feeding area. 

Always the bulk of the flamingos present fed in the Pekelmeer 

while the other condensers were visited by smaller groups. 

As the flamingos often rested on the dikes between the conden

sers it was easy to collect their excrements. On analysing these 

droppings a variety of food-items was found: fragments of the 

skin of larvae from the brine fly, seeds and leaves of Ruppia 

~·· sporangia of Dasycladus spec. and fraqments of the skins 

of worms. 

Howeve r, as these items were found occasionally almost all drop

pings contained fragments of the shells of Cerithium variabile, 

Cerithidea costata, two marine snails, and Gemma purpurea a 

tiny clam even to such an extent that a large part of the C0llect

ed droppings consisted solely of this material. As these shells 

appeared to be the main food items of the flamingos in the salt 

pans I decided to take the numbers of these shells present in 100 

gr of sifted substrate as a measure for their abundance. Samples 

in duple were taken monthly in the salt pans where the flamingos 

used to feed (fig. 2) and the abundance determined. C. variabile 

occu rred in the Pekelmeer and the condensers lA, 2A and 2B. 

C . costata occurred in the condensers 2A to 6 and G. purpurea 

occurred in the Pekelmeer and all the condensers up to number 6 . 

A problem with this kind of sampling was the unevenness of the 

substrate. Within meters bare rock alternated with sand and silt 
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so even samples taken close to each other could differ widely 

in the numbers of shells taken. Besides, the substrate changed 

throughout time as a result of shifting sands, and settling 

silt whenever there was a change in the speed or direction of 

the waterflow through the condenser. Consequently the abundances 

of c. variabile, ~· costata and G. purpurea have a3reat deal 

of variation (fig. 11 a ,b,c). 

There is no clear trend in the variation in abundance of the 

different mollusc species. The only striking point is that the 

abundance of ~· purpurea was significantly lower in the second 

year than in the first one (x2 -test p=O.OS) on all sample sites . 

As the environmental circumstances varied considerably during 

the study period it is not clear what factors caused this decrease. 

In condenser 4 and 5 for example the salinity rose with 20 

points during the last year of investigation which could have 

effected the ~· purpurea population adversely. In condenser 

4 other organisms were dying off, forming a slim layer on the 

bottom which in itself could have had a negative effect on G. 

purpurea. However, the ~· purpurea population also declined in 

the Pekelmeer and Condenser lA. In both areas the salinity 

stayed fairly stable, varying between 38 and 44% in the Pekel

meer and between 42 and 48 in lA. In B1 however, the substrate 

changed during this study period. At first the bottom consisted 

of sand, later this sand shifted and a thin gypsum crust was 

formed. This may have caused the decline in both the G. purpurea 

and the C. variabile in this place. At B
2 

and B
3 

the environmental 

circumstances remained fairly stable so there the predation by 

the flamingos may have played the most important role in reducing 

the numbers of G. purpurea. The larger decrease in B2 could 

reflect the fact that more flamingos used to feed at that site 

than at B
3

. Of course the predation of flamingos probably played 

a role in the reducing of the G. purpurea population in the 

other condensers too but in view of the unstable environmental 

circumstances nothing decisive can be said about this. Except 

for B1 , B8 and B
10 

the Cerithium- and Cerithidea-populations 

do not show any significant declines during the study period. 

The decrease at B
1 

could have been caused by the change in sub

strate there. In B
10 

the increase in salinity probably had an 
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adverse effect on the population there. What caused the decline 

at B8 is not known. It does not seem that the predation by the 

flamingos effected the numbers of C. variabile and ~· costata. 

It is possible that the predation on ~· purpurea by the flamin

gos was heavier than on C. variabile and ~· costata. G.purpurea 

is most abundant in fine grained sand while C. variabile and 

C. costata live mostly in coarser-grained sand. The flamingos 

seemed to prefer areas with fine-grained sand for feeding. It 

is easier of course to sift food items out of fine grained sand 

then out of a substrate in which the pebbles ~re as large or 

larger than the food itself. To ascertain this point it would 

be necessary to monitor the feeding habits of the flamingos 

over larger periods than was possible in this study. 

Size measurements of the Cerithium and Cerithidea shells were 

made and the shells divided into size classes. Fig. 12 shows 

for example B
1 

that there existed no consistent trends in the 

percentages of the different size classes that made up the 

population. There was especially no decrease in the percentage 

of larger shells, which could have been a sign of over-exploit

ation. The "population-pyramids" were too irregular to draw any 

conclusions about the growth rate of the shells. The other sam

ples did not yield better results. 

It was striking that during the breeding season '75-'76 the 

juveniles were able to feed within the boundaries of the Sanctuary 

for a prolonged period of time. From February when the first 

juveniles were sighted to May when 3000 juveniles were counted 

the whole group stayed in the Sanctuary. Though of course they 

were fed by their parents they also were seen to forage them

selves especially when they were a bit older. Only in June the 

juveniles started to feed in the Pekelmeer. In the Sanctuary 

they could obtain larvae and pupae of the brine fly and organic 

ooze. Apparently the amount available was sufficient for several 

thousands of juveniles. It also might be that at first the juve

niles prefer "soft" food instead of the rather thick-shelled 

molluscs. Later on they then change to food that is less easily 

digested. 

Venezuela 

In Venezuela samples were taken in the Chichiriviche area. Especially 
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in the first year of this study the environmental circumstances 

changed very rapidly in the inner bay . In October ' 75 the bay 

was filled with sea-water. During the next months this changed 

to completely fresh water due to the heavy rainfall. When the 

bay started drying up the water became hyper-saline. These 

changes in salinity effected the organisms living in the bay 

of course. At first marine organisms prevailed, especially 

species of Amphipoda, later the seagrass Ruppia spec. formed 

a dense vegetation in the bay and some more or less euryhaline 

or fresh-water snails were abundant. When the salinity increased 

the fresh-water organisms died and were replaced again by first 

marine and after that hyper-saline organisms . The quantitative 

sampling as done on Bonaire was not possible in this area. When 

it was possible samples of the substrate were taken, sifted and 

possible food items identified. However, when ·the Ruppia-growth 

had reached its peak it formed such a dense vegetation that the 

bottom could not be reached. At that time the flamingos too were 

feeding in the Ruppia-vegetation itself rather than on the 

substrate. When the salinity was high a tough layer of algae, 

dead Ruppia and mud formed. Samples could be obtained only by 

scraping over this layer. The organic mud underneath it could 

not be reached by the flamingos as they could not penetrate this 

layer with their bills. So sampling had to be done in a variety 

of ways which made the different samples quantitatively uncompar

able to each other. The results of the sampling are expressed as 

the presence or absence of possible food items in the different 

saMples. Table 3 shows that there were a variety of potential 

food items available to the flamingos when the bay was filled 

with water. When the bay dried up after April 1976 however the 

only potential food items that remained were organic mud , seeds 

of Ruppia spec. and Microdeutopus spec. (belonging to the Aoridae, 

Amphipoda). The distribution of the different organisms was also 

very variable. Organic mud and Ruppia-seeds occurred throughout 

the bay at all times of the year. The Ruppia-plants and the three 

species of freshwater-snails appeared when the water turned brack

ish. When the bay was filled with fresh water these organisms 

occurred throughout the bay, to disappear again when the water 

got more saline as a result of the drying up. The amphipod-

species showed a reverse picture. When the bay filled with fresh 
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water it retreated to the area near the sea-inlet . When the 

water became more saline it spread over the whole bay and when 

the bay dried up it occurred in the part near the inlet which 

remained filled with seawater long after the rest of the bay 

had fallen dry. The dragon-fly and mosquito-larvae were complete

ly dependent on the presence of fresh water- they never occurred 

in large numbers . The Notonecta species . was more tolerant to 

saline water. It also never occurred in large numbers though. 

Different species of worms were present until the·bay fell dry . 

After that they were not found again probably because the drying 

up and flooding of different areas was too irregular to allow 

re-immigration from sea . The Poecilia spec . and Cyprinodon •spec. 

are highly salt-tolerant fishes. They actually occurred almost 

whenever there was water present, though of course they did 

not always turn up in the samples as they easily could escape 

the sieve. 

Though there was a variety of potential food items present it 

remained to be seen which ones the flamingos actually fed on. 

As the flamingos here spent all their time in the water it was 

difficult to collect excrements. A few droppings collected in 

April and May '76 contained· mainly mud with cracked seeds and 

tissue of Ruppia spec. When the bay contained fresh water 

however, it was clear that the flamingos fed on the small snails 

attached to the Ruppia plants. When feeding they waded quickly 

to and fro while they moved their bills through the vegetation 

in a cutting movement but in the vertical plane. Imitating this 

movement with a sieve, yielded large numbers of small snails. 

They also fed on the amphipods. Once a group of flamingos was 

standing in sea on an algae covered spit of land washed by waves. 

They were picking between these algae with the tips of their 

bills. They showed a real searching behaviour when looking close 

to the algae and then picking at definite spots. On investigat

ing numerous amphipods were found under tufts of algae. No other 

organisms were found that had such a spotted distribution that the 

flamingos would have had to search for them. Moreover, in Novem

ber '76 the whole group of 8000 flamingos present was feeding 

in one particular part of the bay. On examining the samples the 

numbers of amphipods in that part was 10 times as low as in the 

other samples, taken at sites where the flamingos were not seen . 
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This also strongly suggests that the flamingos did feed on the 

amphipods . 

Droppings collected from the lagoon near · Ad!cora in June '76 

contained fish-bones and scales. At that time however the 

lagoon was nearly dry and the fish was crowding in the little 

water that remained, thus forming an easy prey to catch. Normally 

these fish can escape the flamingos easily. Droppings collected 

in the Salina near s. Juan c ontained Ruppi a seeds and -tissue. 

Some droppings collected in Chichiriviche and Ad!cora were com

posed of mud only. Samples taken in the Cienaga de Tacarigua 

and the Laguna Tacarigua contained large numbers of the small 

f r es h wa t e r s nail s Tr op icorbis pa llidus . 

On the whole the composition of the collected droppings did not 

differ from that of the samples taken with a sieve. This suggests 

that the . flamingos. filter the substrate rather indiscriminately, 

taking, whatever food is present. Important food items, by their 

abundancy, were the organic mud, the plants and seeds of Ruppia, 

freshwater snails and arnphipods . Probably the flamingos fed 

on the ~ther items shown in table 3 as well, but they never 

occurred in large numbers. 

Conclusions 

1. The area available to the flamingos for feeding in the salt 

\ 
2. 

pans on Bonaire has diminish e d by more than 50% since the 

Salt Works started operations. 

The main food items in the salt pans are Gemma purpurea, 

Cerithium variabile and Cerithidea costata. 

3. There are signs that the population of £· purpurea is 

declining. This might be a result of the predation by the 

flamingos. No such indications were found for the populat

ions of C. variabile and C. costata. 

4. In Venezuela the flamingos feed on a wide variety of food 

ranging from fresh-water to hyper saline organisms. The food 

supply in Venezuela seems to be regulated more by the begin

ning and end of the different dry and wet seasons than by 

any other factor. 
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Dangers to the survival of the flamingos. 

There are two kinds of threats to the survival of the flamingos 

in this area. One is the man-originating interference with the 

flamingos and their habitat. The other threat is posed by nature 

itself. 

On Bonaire the Flamingo Sanctuary is 

Moreover the whole AISCO-complex is 

strictly forbidden territory. 

forbidden to any unauthorized 

visitor. The whole Southern part of Bonaire is closed for air-

traffic and it is clearly designed as such on all navigation 

maps. Still, an appalling number of times disturbapces in this 

area occurred. In March 1976, during the breeding season planes 

flew over the breeding colony on three consecu~ive days, even 

swooping down "to have a better view". Protests were filed with 

the island government but no reaction was received. In August 

'76 another sport-plane flew over the colony. In September '77 

a sport-plane disturbed the flamingos again. In November '77 

people entered the Sanctuary resulting in half of the number 

of flamingos leaving for Venezuela, and in February '78 two planes 

passed over the Salt Works on the same day. Those are distur

bances observed during visits of only a few days per months. It 

must be assumed that similar disturbances go unobserved during 

the rest of the time. As the new traffic-control tower on the 

airport of Bonaire gives an unobstructed view of this area it 

must be possible to keep a check on the planes flying this for

bidden route. 

An often heard complaint from tourists is that there are no 

flamingos to watch. It is true that the flamingos seem to avoid 

the shores of the Pekelmeer and prefer to stay more in the "inner" 

salt pans where they cannot be seen from the road. It is quite 

likely that they avoid the shores of the Pekelmeer just because 

of disturbances there by bird watchers and photographers. In this 

way the flamingos are deprived of a potential feeding area. 

By residing in the more centrally situated salt pans they ~oid 

disturbance by tourists. The effect however i~ that Bonaire is 

(Even tourists on Cura~ao . ~ Jn 
who never visited Bonaire have been hea~to tell that "on Bona1re iVV 
you don't see any flamingos"). This in its turn decreases the 

losing its name of Flamingo-island. 

"economic value" of the flamingos as a tourist attraction and 

) 



The results of a low-flying sportsplane on the breeding colony in 1973: all the nests were deserted, newly 
hatched chicks were left to die and many eggs were broken (below). 
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the consequence may be that future island governments may pay 

less attention to the needs of the flamingo-population. 

During this study several changes took place in the salt pans 

of the AISCO. The flow was changed several times and this had 

consequences for the food supply in the different condensers. 

As a result the flamingos had to adapt themselves to continually 

changing environmental circumstance?· They succeeded in this 

but there was a definite time lag between the change 

and the flamingos getting accustomed to it. After condenser 3 

was closed off the flamingos abandoned this area only to re

appear after two years when condenser 3 was included in the flow 

system again. Condenser 4 was abandoned as soon as the salinity 

started increasing. Condenser 6 was accepted as feeding area 3 

months after the salinity started to decrease. When condenser 

2B was closed off the salinity rose rapidly resulting in the 

dy ing off of all organisms in it. The same will happen to 

condenser 2A now it has been closed off. Moreover, since the 

AISCO started operations the condensers at the start of the 

system have been depleted of necessary minerals. This has 

resulted in a low organic production in the salt pans. The AISCO 

has realized however that a healthy organic system is necessary 

fo r a good evaporation of the brine. The red colour of the 

h igher condensers is necessary for a good evaporation. This 

red colour is caused by red halPphilic bacteria which live on 

th e waste-products of brine shrimps and brine flies which in 

their turn are an indispensable link in the organic system. 

Besides it is highly favourable to the salt production if 

algal mats are being formed on the bottom of the condenser as 

this prevents leakage of the brine towards sea. So a program 

has started in the salt works in which weekly half a ton of 

diammoniumphosphate is dumped; 

1/8 ton in 2A. The first result 

3/8 ton in condenser lA and 

is a bloom of marine algae in the 

condensers. It may be expected that the organic production 

will increase which means more brine shrimps and brine fly 

larvae for the flamingos. This development should be watched 

closely however. Davis (1978) monitored the ponds of a solar 

salt producing system for a couple of years after fertilizer was 

added to the ponds. The result of this was indeed the formation 
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of algal mats and cessation of the leakage of the brine. Two 

years after the start of the fertilizer program the ponds with 

a salinity ranging from 72-131°/oo had algal mats often covered 

by gypsum. Three years later this had resulted in an increase 

in the salinity of these ponds so these ranged now from 141-

2310/oo. Five years after the start of the fertilizer program 

a thick algal mat had formed in the lower ponds with a salinity 

from 60-90°/oo. These bottom communities were dominated by 

Coccochloris elabens which secretes mucus. On Bonaire the bottom 

of condenser 6 was covered by Coccochloris at the start of this 

study. The secretion of mucus by this species creates anaerobic 

conditions with the result that animal life is impossible . Only 

after the salinity of condenser 6 was lowered and the mucus-layer 

dissolved the flamingos started to feed there again. So if as a 

result of the fertilizer program more condensemof the system 

get a Coccochloris-growth it must be expected that the flamingos 

will avoid these condensers. Biological monitoring of the deve

lopments in the condensers is therefore recommended. 

In Venezuela most of the flamingo-areas were not easily reached 

and so were not disturbed by tourists. The Chichiriviche bay is 

visited by many tourists as the road to Chichiriviche passes 

right through it. It is possible to watch the flamingos from the 

road without causing any disturbance. The flamingos in the bay 

also seem to be accustomed to fishermen wading through the bay 

in search of fish or crabs. Though it is an official fauna

reserve hunting takes place. Especially in the winter of '75-76 

thousands of ducks were residing in the area and during the 

visits to Chichiriviche shooting was heard. Inhabitants of 

San Juan told that flamingos were shot for food in the swamps 

of S. Juan and in the Laguna Tacarigua. In the latter area 

shooting was heard in January 1978 though it could not be esta

blished what animal was being hunted. The development of Chichi

riviche also poses a threat to the Guare reserve. Chichiriviche 

is a well-known beach-resort and it is expanding rapidly. The 

outer limits of the bay have now been reached by the urban 

expansion. As the village is situated between the sea and the 

bay the only direction in which further expansion can take place 

is towards the bay. The bigg e r threat to the survival of the 

flamingos in this part of the Caribbean seems to be posed by 

nature itself. Though the first year of this study the coast 

of Falcon was extremely wet this was followed by almost two 

years of drought. As explained the presence of water along the 

coast of Falc6n is the most important factor for a successful 

breeding season. Because of the lack of data about the rainfall 

in Falc6n it cannot be determined if two consecutive years of 

drought are normal for this area. A recent article in Time

magazine however described this area as one of the areas prone 

to turn into desert because of changing weather-patterns . If 

this be true it must be expected that the flamingos will retreat 

to more water-rich areas, like the Orinoco-delta. It is doubt

ful then that Bonaire will retain its status as breeding-site. 

Probably the flamingos will try establishing a new breeding

s ite. Breeding attempts in the Laguna de Unare have been report

e d by Kristensen. However the breeding there has always been 

d isturbed by human intruders. Ac tually a continuous survey of 

th e residences of the flam~ngos in Venezuela would be necessary. 

Luckily research on the flamingos is being done in Cuman~ 

(Dr. J.R. Rodriguez) and just recently Mrs. M.L. Goodwin 

(Audubon Society Venezuela) has been asked to make a survey 

o f the flamingos in Vene z uela. 

Re commendations 

Bonaire 

Th e numbers of flamingos now do not differ significantly from 

t hose found before the Salt Works started. Nevertheless the 

food situation for the flamingos has deteriorated. The area 

available to them has been diminished and it seems they prefer 

t he food in Venezuela. They do feed readily in the Salt pans 

though and there is abundant food available to them once they 

accept the snails as food item. 

There are signs however that the predation on Gemma purpurea . 

is too heavy. It is unlikely that the gypsum crust in the higher 

p ans will be removed. The management of the A~SCO is however 

convinced that a biological management is absolutely necessary 

for the salt production too. It is to be expected that the 

dumping of fertilizers will enhance the organic production 
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in the salt pans and hence the food supply for the flamingos. 

As explained there are certain dangers to this fertilizer pro

gram too. In changing the flow system the AISCO should take 

into account the effect of this on the flamingo-population. 

Also plans for harvesting brine shrimps must be weighed against 

the needs of the flamingos. Therefore it would be useful if e.g. 

4 times a year there would be a control on the biological proces

ses in the salt works. Biologists from the Caribbean Marine 

Biological Institute (Carmabi) on Cura~ao could help out with 

this, possibly under auspices from the Stinapa, the foundation 

for nature conservancy in the Netherlands Antilles. 

It is clear that too much disturbance takes place, especially 

in the Sanctuary. A stricter guard should be kept to keep possi

ble intruders out. The best solution would be if the government 

of Bonaire would appoint a special guard for the flamingos, at 

least for the breeding season. The airport officials should be 

more aware of their task to keep planes from entering the for

bidden area and if a plane would tresspass stern measures should 

be taken against the pilot. 

1 . 
It is highly recommendable to build some kind of observation post 

from which tourists can have a look at the breeding colony. A 

telescope (the type in which you have to throw a coin to look) 

seems to be in the possession of the Bonaire government already. 

An ideal place to put it would be the house next to the red slave

huts . It would prevent a lot of disappointment for bird-watching 

tourists, and justify the name of Flamingo island for Bonaire. 

An operator at the place could serve at the same time as guard 

for the flamingo-colony. 

At the entrance to Lake Goto an oil-terminal has been built, 

far with little disturbance for the flamingos. Care should be 

so 

taken however that by a further expansion of this terminal lake 

Goto and its shores remain completely untouched . Especially the 

seapage from sea through the coral debris wall at the entrance 

of the lake should not be disturbed as this together with the 

high evaporation maintains the highly salinity environment. The 

plantation Slagbaai has recently come into the possession of 

Stinapa. Plans are ready to open this area to the public and 

some facilities for visitors will be made. As the flamingos 

reside in the landlocked bay, and especially near some buildings 
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which will be restored and put into use, care should be taken 

that the flamingos will not be chased by too eager bird watchers 

or photographers. 

Venezuela . 

compared with other South-American countries Venezuela has a 

fairly well developed program of nature conservancy . There 

are several well-maintained national parks and there exists a 

law prohibiting all hunting. The problems arise however with 

the guarding of the parks and the enforcement of the hunting

law. The . government seems to lack enough personnel to appoint 

game wardens to · supervise the parks. Also in the Guare-reseve 

near Chichiriviche there is no supervision. The fishermen in 

the bay do not disturb the flamingos but the government should 

take measures to stop all shooting in the area. As the Guare 

reserve is also the residence (if there is water) of thousands 

of scarlet ibis, glossy ibis, limpkins, cattle egret, common 

egret, snowy egret, blue heron, tricolored heron, woodstorks, 

roseate spoonbills, different species 

the winter countless waders and ducks 

of night-herons and in 

it is recommended to raise 

the reserve to a national park status. Maybe the whole area, 

including the Laguna Tacarigua which still contains a small 

population of caymen and the swamps of s. Juan could be brought 

into one large national park. Not only the bay itself should 

be protected but also the shores. The cutting of wood which is 

taking place diminishes the habitat for a number of birds, 

especially the night-herons, and some wood-birds like e.g. 

the chachalaca (Ortalis motmot). 

The other areas mentioned in this report a~not protected as 

far as I know. These areas are unattractive and actually quite 

unconspicuous too. However, considering the importance of the 

flamingo-areas along the coast of Falc6n, especially in relation 

to the breeding on Bonaire it would be better to make all these 

areas into reserves so as to prevent their disappearance in 

some agricultural or urban development program. The same should 

be done with the areas east of Caracas especially the Laguna de 

Unare and the Laguna de Tacarigua as here disturbance does take 

place. These areas together with the Chacopata estuary are the 

main refuge areas for the flamingos during the dry season and 

~s such of the first importance to their survival. 
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The status of the flamingo in Venezuela is unknown to me but it 

certainly should be a protected bird . For scientific as well as 

conservancy reasons a careful investigation should be made of 

the flamingo in Venezuela. There remain still lot of questions 

to be answered: Is 10 . 000 birds the carrying capacity of this 

area? What causes the high mortality in the first year birds? 

What are the wandering ways of the flamingos in the dry season? 

Is breeding attempted in Venezuela and is there a chance of 

establishing a su ccess fulbreeding colony? 

It is recommended that the Venezuelan government (maybe via some 

nature conservancy organization or some university) appoints 

one or more biologists to study these problems in order to come 

to a well-defined protection program for the flamingos. 
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